Redstart
The Black Redstart is one of
the rarest breeding birds in
the UK, with an estimated
breeding population of 80100 pairs.

Ecology
The Black Redstart (Phoenicurus ochruros) is
a small member of the Thrush family
(Turdidae), similar in size and shape to Robin
(Erithacus rubecula). In breeding plumage
the male is dusky slate grey with a black face
and an off white wing panel. The most
striking plumage feature is the bright chestnut
rump and tail. The name ‘Redstart’ comes
from the Saxon red steort, which means red
tail. The adult female is grey brown with the
rump and tail less chestnut than the male.

cities in mainland Europe. The presence of
waste patches colonised by weed species,
with many bare disturbed areas of soil, and
an ample supply of song posts and cavities
for nest building provides an ideal habitat for
this species. The Black Redstart is notable
amongst small ground feeding passerines by
its preference for high song posts, often at 20
metres or more on open perches, natural or
artificial but avoiding trees and shrubs
(Cramp 1988).

The species breeds in a range of habitats
from maritime to montane all characterised
by sparse vegetation and rocky, craggy
terrain. Forests, meadows and areas of
dense vegetation of any height are avoided.
The frequency and convenience of nest sites
in walls or roofs of buildings has led to the
evolution of a close commensalism with man,
with populations now present in many large

Suburbs, parks and landscaped areas are
less often colonized than industrial sites such
as railways, warehouses and large public
buildings. Why Black Redstarts do not exploit
suburban habitats more often in England as
they do in mainland Europe is unknown. One
explanation may be competition with other
insectivorous birds particularly the Robin,
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which is not commonly encountered in such

Hymenoptera 6%; Lepidoptera 6%). Seeds

habitats in mainland Europe. Alternately it

and fruit accounted for 17% of the diet (the

may be that English breeding birds suffer

remaining 33% was unknown) (Cramp 1988).

from a truncated nesting season with high

The importance of midges in the diet during

levels of predation, as in the case of southern

the breeding season is seen as the main

Sweden (Brown and Grice 2005).

reason for Black Redstarts preference for
breeding sites close to still or slow moving
watercourses, such as canals.

Current status and distribution
The Black Redstart is a rare breeder,
passage migrant and winter visitor to the UK.
There are six recognized races occupying an
extensive Paleartic distribution that extends

Typical Black Redstart habitat

from England, southern Sweden and Russia
Within the UK the distribution of breeding
Black Redstart is concentrated in the urban
environment. For this reason the species’
conservation requirements are unique for a

south to the Mediterranean and Black Seas
and eastwards across all Eurasia (Brown and
Grice 2005). All those recorded in the UK
are of the race gibraltariensis.

British bird. Nests are usually placed in holes
or on the internal ledges of buildings,
especially those that are derelict. The first
clutch is usually laid around mid April – early
May, with second broods laid any time up to
late July.

Clutches usually consist of 4 -6

eggs and an average of 2.7 young per nest
successfully reared (Brown and Grice 2005).

The total European breeding population is
estimated at 4.5 million pairs with numbers
stable or increasing (Hagemeijer and Blair
1997). The UK population of breeding Black
Redstarts is presently thought to fluctuate
between 80 and 100 pairs, making it one of
the rarest breeding birds in the UK. In view of

Diet consists of small invertebrates and fruit.

this rarity Black Redstarts are regarded as

Studies of breeding Black Redstart within

birds of conservation concern in the UK, and

London indicated that the predominant food

they are included in Schedule 1 of the

source was midges Diptera (33%), other

Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 as worthy

invertebrates made up 31% of the food

of special legal protection. The species is

source

also listed as a Red Data Book species and

(aphids

Hemiptera

6%;

ants

is on Appendix II of the Berne Convention on

the Conservation of European Wildlife and

The first confirmed breeding for Greater

Natural Habitats 1979.

Manchester was of a record of two fledged
young from a nest in central Manchester in

During much of the 19th Century Black

1977. Five territories were recorded in the

Redstarts

occasional

city centre during 1981 (Holland, Spence and

visitors to the UK but by 1871 they were

Sutton 1984). Although it seems likely that

considered regular winter visitors to the south

Black Redstart were breeding in the city prior

west and the east coast (Brown and Grice

to

2005).

numerous

were

considered

The earliest recorded breeding

this

date,

taking

derelict

advantage

bombed

sites

of

the

as

in

attempt was in Durham in 1845. However,

London,

the first attempts to be confirmed were 2

preserved to verify this (Judith Smith pers.

pairs that bred on cliffs near Hastings,

com). Outside of Manchester city centre pairs

Sussex in 1923. By 1942 London had

have also bred in Ashton-Under-Lyne during

emerged as the centre of the population with

1996 – 1998 and 2004.

sadly

no

records

have

been

at least 3 breeding pairs and over 20 singing
males. The onset of the 1939-45 war and the
associated derelict bombed sites is seen as
the fundamental reason for this population
increase, although such historical factors
need to be seen in the context of an already
expanding European breeding range.

Today, the population of Black Redstarts in
the UK is concentrated in London and the
West Midlands but there is also a small but
important

breeding

population

of

Black

Redstarts in Manchester city centre. Records
held from 1992 to 2007 show that Black
Redstarts have bred or attempted to breed
within the Piccadilly Basin area of central
Manchester every year except 2003.

The

total city population is unknown, but may be
as low as 2 – 3 pairs.

The wintering population of Black Redstart in
the UK is around 500 birds, with the majority
located on the south and east coasts. UK
breeding birds are rarely found in the city
centre breeding locations during the winter
months, although it is unclear if these birds
winter locally on the west coast, or migrate to
winter on the south and east coast with
continental birds. It is also possible that the
birds that breed within the UK may winter in
the Mediterranean basin or northeast Africa.
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Factors affecting the species
Within Greater Manchester Black Redstart

Current actions
♦

A number of green roofs have been

are considered to be declining, or threatened

successfully

built

with decline, mainly due to the large-scale

Manchester,

including

redevelopment of city centre sites. This has

Grocery roof in Chorlton, MERCi in

caused a loss of Brownfield sites for feeding

Ancoats

and suitable built structures for nesting sites.

Manchester Town Centre.

and

the

in

Greater

the

Unicorn

BDP

building

in

In the regeneration that has taken place in
recent years the Black Redstart has often

♦

The Unicorn Building has featured in

been overlooked, both in survey work and in

national and local press and was

the provision of replacement habitat to that

featured

being lost.

exhibition at URBIS.
♦

in

an

urban

gardening

Workshops have been carried out for
planners and ecologists covering Black
Redstart Ecology, surveying, mitigation
and green roof design to help promote
best practice.

Objectives and targets
Objective
Black Redstart are notoriously difficult to find

Maintain a breeding population of Black

during survey and this coupled with the very

Redstarts in Greater Manchester.

low breeding density within a large area,
such as Manchester city centre, can often

Target

mean that their presence can go unnoticed

Create a minimum of 50 green roofs/green

and unplanned for. It is therefore of critical

walls across the GM conurbation over the

importance that active conservation work is

next five years, particularly in areas where

undertaken if Black Redstart are to survive in

Black Redstarts are known to breed.

Greater Manchester.

Proposed actions
Lead Partners
♦

Disseminate information concerning the
ecology of Black Redstarts and best

DC’s

District Councils
Manchester

of

Greater

GMBP

Greater Manchester Biodiversity
Project

GMEU

Greater Manchester Ecology Unit

practice for habitat creation for Black
Redstarts

[including

this

plan].

All

Ongoing.
♦

Require applications for development in
areas known to be used by Black

Bird recorders
BTCV

Redstarts to be accompanied by a
survey

for

Black

Redstarts

(see

Developers

Appendix 1), and on sites where the
species is found require that mitigation
be

proposed

for

any

possible

Best practice guidelines

disturbance to the species that may be
caused to Black Redstarts, including

Action

for

Black

Redstarts

in

Greater

wherever possible proposals for new

Manchester must focus on habitat creation to

habitat creation. GMEU, Developers,

replace lost brownfield habitat. Since in the

DC’s. Ongoing

city centre brownfield habitat is invariably lost
to new built development in an already very

♦

Actively engage with developers to
encourage habitat creation schemes in
new developments [whether or not
Black Redstart are present]. GMEU,
DC’s, GMBP. Ongoing

♦

♦

Monitor

Black

Redstart

built up area, the only available space where
lost habitat can be recreated is on the roof
spaces of new and existing buildings. The
idea of green roof creation specifically for
Black Redstart conservation is a relatively

populations

new concept, but the idea has been tried with

across the conurbation. GMBP, Bird

some success in London and Birmingham.

recorders. Ongoing

Green roofs and habitat creation for Black

Monitor and report on the success of
habitat creation schemes. GMBP. 2012

Redstarts
Ecological research on the ecology of Black
Redstart has shown that optimum-breeding
habitat requires the following key features:
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♦

Relatively small areas of very sparsely

and contoured in height from zero up to 50cm

vegetated

for the largest hibernacula.

rubble

or

rocky

terrain,

preferably close to still or slow moving
water

and

preferably

relatively

undisturbed for feeding. Extensive areas
of brownfield land are not required.
Sparsely vegetated rubble is nutrient
poor and subject to drought stress,
conditions, which can favour the kind of
plants that will support the invertebrates
on

which

Black

Redstart

feed,

particularly during the breeding season.
Pond at Unicorn Green Roof (May 2008)

♦

Complex built structures with many
vertical features e.g. building gantries,

In designing hibernacula a central mound

mill

structures

area of sand or soil is compacted to form a

correlate to the cliff faces and open

sandcastle effect that is angled at 30 degrees

gorges of the birds’ natural habitat. They

with the broadest area south facing. The

provide

mound is then covered with boulders around

buildings

–

these

protection

from

predators,

suitable song posts and nesting sites.
♦

10 – 15 cm in size that are loosely placed to
allow entry by invertebrates into the central

A variety of holes and ledges at various
heights from 3m to 50m above ground
level, preferably within structures, as
nest sites.

Incorporating

a

Providing

the

above

ecological

significant

contribution

in

the

replacement of lost brownfield habitat.

such

features

for

invertebrates to colonise on a green roof will
in turn provide an abundant food source for
Black Redstart.

requirements into green roof design can
make

area.

Such hibernacula were

incorporated into the design for the Unicorn
green roof.
Vegetation can be introduced onto a new
green roof although the roof can also be left

When designing green roofs for Black

to colonise naturally. However, it is important

Redstarts, the substrate should be based on

that the majority of a green roof designed

a mix of aggregate, such as crushed brick or

specifically for Black Redstarts should consist

expanded clay pellets (Leca), and topsoil or

of bare or sparsely vegetated areas.

peat free compost. This should then be
overlaid with rock and / or stone chippings

If the roof is to be seeded or plug planted this
should be done with species typical of
drought

stressed

and

nutrient

poor

conditions.

establish sparse and low growing.
It is not essential to introduce artificial nesting
sites for Black Redstart, such as nest boxes.
However, if they are to be used these should
be boxes designed specifically for Black

Some suggested species would be:
St John’s Wort

Redstart,

Hypericum perforatum

Yellow-wort

Blackstonia perfoliata

Common Centuary

Centaurium erythaea

Kidney Vetch

Anthyllis vulneraria

Common Bird’s-foot-trefoil

Lotus corniculatus

Black Medick

Medicago lupulina

Dove’s-foot Crane’s-bill
Common Eyebright

as

box

the
(2HW)

open

fronted

produced

by

Schwegler.

Geranium molle
Euphrasia nemorosa

Betony

Stachys officinalis

Devil’s-bit Scabious

Succisa pratensis

Ribwort Plantain

woodcreete

such

Lantago lanceolata

Selfheal

Prunella vulgaris

If sedum matting is to be used it should only
cover a small amount of the total roof area

Green Roof at Merci (April 2008 two weeks after
construction)

and should be planted into the aggregate mix

If the roof is not close to water it is useful to

to encourage colonization by other plant

incorporate some areas that will hold some

species. The use of wildflower turf as an

shallow water, as these areas will encourage

alternative to sedum matting is to be strongly

invertebrates such as midges on which the

encouraged.

birds feed. Such water features can be
designed to benefit other wildlife too, and the

The area of habitat creation for Black
Redstart need not be extensive, small roof
2

pond that was created as part of the Unicorn
grocery green roof was planted with over 20

areas of 25m will readily be used. Once

species of wetland plants and has already

established a green roof created for Black

been visited by dragonflies. This also applies

Redstarts

any,

to generally to green roof design and a roof

maintenance. The very low nutrient status

created specifically for Black Redstart can

and drought conditions that will exist on such

easily incorporate features that benefit other

a roof will keep any vegetation that does

wildlife species too.

will

need

very

little,

if
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Further information about green roofs can be
found here:

Livingroofs.org – Independent UK resource
for green roof information

Links to relevant BAP’s
Urban managed green space
Canals
Green Roof at MERCi (April 2008 two weeks after
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Appendix 1 Black Redstart Survey
Protocol

predators, suitable song posts and nesting
sites.

Black Redstarts (Phoenicurus ochruros) are
specially protected under the terms of the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (Schedule

A variety of holes and ledges at various
heights from 3m to 50m above ground level,
preferably within structures, as nest sites.

1). The legislation protects the birds whilst
nesting. The species is also a Biodiversity

Survey requirements for habitat suitable

Priority Species as listed in the Greater

for feeding

Manchester Biodiversity Action Plan.

Two visits required with two hours survey
effort, one week apart, in the optimum survey

Survey will be required of suitable habitats in

season (April to July inclusive) to establish

the priority areas shown on Map 1 where

presence/absence.

Black Redstarts have been recorded within
Survey requirements for habitat suitable

the last five years.

for breeding
Feeding Habitat

Three visits required with two hours survey

Relatively small areas of very sparsely

effort, one week between each visit, in the

vegetated, rubble or rocky terrain, preferably

optimum

close to still or slow moving water and

inclusive) to establish breeding. Evidence of

preferably relatively undisturbed, for feeding.

breeding will be taken to include:

survey

season

(April

to

Extensive areas of Brownfield land are not

♦

Actual nest site with young located

required.

is

♦

Fledged young

nutrient poor and subject to drought stress,

♦

Singing males

Sparsely

vegetated

rubble

July

conditions, which can favour the kind of
plants that will support the invertebrates on

Mitigation

which Black Redstart feed, particularly during

Should a feeding and/or breeding site be

the breeding season.

identified by survey, it is recommended that
these areas be left undisturbed during the

Nesting Habitat

optimum breeding period (April to July

Complex built structures with many vertical

inclusive).

features e.g. building gantries and mill
buildings. These structures correlate to the

Under the terms of the Greater Manchester

cliff faces and open gorges of the birds’

Biodiversity Action Plan compensation will be

natural habitat. They provide protection from

sought

for

development.

habitat

losses

caused

by

Suitable habitat creation for Black Redstarts
is described in the species action plan for
Black Redstarts
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